Chinook Owners Association
Working Dog Program
Date:

Sledding - Novice Form

Registration Number:

Owner & Co-Owner:
Owner email:

Owner Phone #:

Owner Street Address:

Number, Street, Town, State, Zip Code

Trail:

Registration Type:
UKC
UKC LP
COA CrossBreeding Program
Dog’s Registered Name:
Driver:

Witness:

Driver email:

Witness email:

Driver phone #:

Witness phone #:

Trail Location & Conditions:

 Groomed Snow  Paved
 Dirt
 Gravel
 Grass
 Ungroomed Snow
CRITERIA
Harness

Hook-up

Start

 Sled
 Rig
 Bike

Stop

Distance
Other

 Scooter
 Other:

DESIRED PERFORMANCE

FAILING PERFORMANCE

 Can be harnessed.

 Cannot be harnessed
 Breaks loose and does not return to the musher.

Excitement should not be
faulted even if it impedes harnessing.

 Returns to musher when called if breaks loose
 Can be hooked to the sled.
 Returns to musher when called if breaks loose
 Stays and faces forward once hooked up.
May pull forward and bark in excitement.

 Moves out in the direction the musher indicates.
 Settles in and pulls on desired path after start.
Due to excitement and the desire to pull it’s
acceptable if the Chinook pulls off line at first.

Pace

Vehicle:

 Maintains an appropriate pace and continues to
move forward in the desired direction.

 Keeps tugline taut showing a willingness to work.
 Maintains position on the line when the team
comes to a stop. The dog may pull forward.

 Watches musher excessively
 Breaks loose and does not return to the musher
 Causes major tangle, has to be unhooked
 Interferes with other dogs on the team
 Watches musher excessively
 Refuses to run
 Refuses to stay on course
 Returns to vehicle
 Maintains slack line
 Refuses to move continuously for 5 minutes
 Pulls in a different direction than the lead dog
 Keeps line taut for less than 3/5 of the time
 Cannot be controlled
 Causes major tangle, has to be unhooked
 Interferes with other dogs on the team

 1 mile per dog on the team in a race
 3 miles on a training run
 Dog is willing to work & has a positive experience  Excessive force / intimidation used by musher

Comments:

I confirm the above information is accurate.
Signature of Driver

© 2011 Chinook Owners Association

Comments:

I confirm the above information is accurate.
Signature of Witness

